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Vehicle–Vehicle Channel Models for the 5-GHz Band
Indranil Sen, Member, IEEE, and David W. Matolak, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—In this paper, we describe the results of a channel
measurement and modeling campaign for the vehicle-to-vehicle
(V2V) channel in the 5-GHz band. We describe measurements
and results for delay spread, amplitude statistics, and correlations
for multiple V2V environments. We also discuss considerations
used in developing statistical channel models for these environments and provide some sample results. Several statistical channel
models are presented, and using simulation results, we elucidate tradeoffs between model implementation complexity and
fidelity. The channel models presented should be useful for system
designers in future V2V communication systems.
Index Terms—Fading, radio propagation.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE USE OF vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication
will be an integral part of intelligent transportation systems (ITSs) [1], and work on various aspects of ITSs [2] has
substantially been growing. Some obvious benefits of V2V
communications are its ability to improve road safety; making
commuters aware of current traffic [4], weather [3], and road
conditions; easing “bottlenecks” at toll booths, thus saving time
and money for commuters and government; and turning long
journeys into times for family activities by enabling the flow of
multimedia between different traveling cars. The list of possible
applications [5] is long. The scope of V2V communications
is not limited to a fixed number of a priori specified vehicles
and can hence be extrapolated to numerous vehicles via the
concept of vehicular mobile ad hoc networks. Vehicular ad hoc
networks are important since they remove the dependence on
cellular networks for communication between vehicles. Public
safety applications may also employ V2V communications [6].
A recent standard for V2V communication in the 5.9-GHz
Unlicensed National Information Infrastructure band has been
developed [1], aiming to extend the IEEE 802.11a application
environment. Reference [7] discusses the practical implementation issues with respect to the medium access and routing layers
for potential V2V applications in this band. In evaluating the
performance of the V2V applications, the authors considered
the simplest case of a two-ray model for their physical channel.
As well known [8], [9], the two-ray model is probably the simplest and is likely an optimistic representation of the underlying
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physical channel. Reference [10] considered a prototype transmission system for the 5.2-GHz frequency band. In [10], the
V2V channels considered were additive white Gaussian noise,
single-path Rayleigh fading, and two-tap Rayleigh fading. In
[11], the authors assumed a flat-fading channel to simulate
the performance of V2V mobile ad hoc networks. Reference
[12] discusses an orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing
implementation of a roadside–vehicle communication link in
the 5-GHz dedicated short-range communications band. The
authors emphasized the importance of developing wideband
channel models based on actual data, instead of depending on
existing terrestrial cellular models.
Much of the previous literature on V2V propagation focused
on millimeter-wave (millimeter-wave) bands, e.g., [13]–[15],
which use highly directional antennas to compensate for the
large propagation losses incurred at those frequencies. An obvious limitation in using directional antennas for millimeter-wave
applications is the difficulty of providing an “always connected” communication link between vehicles using these primarily point-to-point links, except in some highway situations.
In addition, the use of a lower frequency band would greatly
increase the V2V link ranges. Transceivers in V2V communication systems in the 1–10-GHz band will encounter channels that
are much different from those for both mmwave and terrestrial
cellular settings. The reasons for this are that the transmitter
(Tx) and receiver (Rx) and some significant reflectors/scatterers
are all mobile, the omnidirectional antennas for both Tx and Rx
are at relatively low elevations, and the channel is statistically
nonstationary because of physical environment dynamics. Over
moderate spatial scales, reflectors/scatterers will “appear and
disappear” [16], and this phenomenon can be modeled as a
random on/off process for the multipath components.
Some wideband measurements in the 5-GHz band were
recently reported in [17]. The authors corroborated some of
their measurements with simulation results for urban and highway channels. For simulation, a ray-tracing software that uses
established “built-in” traffic models was used [19]. The model
uses vehicles, road lane models, road surroundings, etc., as
stochastically defined parameters in the V2V channel model.
Signal propagation is then simulated in this traffic model using
a “ray-throwing” approach. Recent wideband measurements
made for expressway channels in the 2.4- and 5-GHz bands
were also reported in [19] and [20]. There is a modest amount
of literature that addresses time-varying Doppler spectra for
mobile-to-mobile channels at different carrier frequencies, e.g.,
[19] and [21]–[24]. The presence of different Doppler spectra
over time is due to changes in the relative velocities of Tx and
Rx with time.
Analytical studies have also been done for the V2V channel,
without regard to carrier frequency [25]–[27]. The models
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developed are mainly based on the sum of the sinusoids approach and with the assumption of isotropic scattering either at
the Rx [25] or at both the Rx and the Tx [27]. These models also
use the wide-sense stationary uncorrelated scattering (WSSUS)
assumption. In many V2V scenarios, isotropic scattering will be
rare, and wide-sense stationary (WSS) conditions will pertain
to a generally shorter time period than that in single-mobileplatform cases. Some examples of nonisotropic scattering for
terrestrial cellular models and mobile-to-mobile links are available in [28] and [29], respectively.
Because most proposed transmission schemes use relatively
wide bandwidths (e.g., 5 or 10 MHz for the wireless-local-areanetwork-based schemes), corresponding wideband stochastic
channel models are needed. On the basis of the preceding discussion, there is an apparent scarcity of data for V2V channels
in the 5-GHz band. Reference [30] also stresses this. For our
research, we collected impulse response estimates of the V2V
channel using a wideband (50 MHz) sounding signal, hence
adding to the relatively sparse 5-GHz V2V channel database.
Initial estimates of channel parameters (delay spread, frequency
correlation estimates (FCEs), etc.) in this band for several
scenarios, depending on antenna location, topography, traffic
conditions, etc., were provided in [31]. Some of our results
can also be used for the channel between a stationary object
(e.g., on the roadside) and a vehicle—sometimes termed the
radio vehicle channel—since delay spreads are not a (strong)
function of velocity. Our measurements were taken in the
5-GHz band, at a center frequency of 5.12 GHz. This frequency is in an aeronautical radionavigation (ARN) band, i.e.,
specifically the microwave landing system (MLS) extension
band, which is designated for use in large airports. Since the
wavelengths in this MLS band and the unlicensed band at
5.2 GHz are very close, the characteristics we measured in
the ARN band should essentially be the same as those in the
unlicensed band directly above the ARN band in frequency.
In Section II, we describe the main propagation characteristics of the V2V setting and propose different environment
classifications. We then briefly describe our measuring equipment and measurement campaigns and summarize some of
the channel data. Section III provides detailed channel models
for different settings (urban, highway, and small city), including tap amplitude statistics and intertap correlation matrices.
Section IV provides conclusions.
II. E NVIRONMENT , E QUIPMENT , AND M EASUREMENT
Our measurement campaigns were planned with the purpose of collecting data from different environments where
V2V communication may be used. Within time and equipment
limitations, we aimed to measure a range of potential V2V
conditions by varying antenna locations and collecting data at
different times of the day and under different traffic conditions.
A. VTV Regions and Characteristics
Measurements were conducted in five cities in Ohio: Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus, Dayton, and Athens. We denote the
first four as large cities, and Athens is termed a small city.

Fig. 1.

Samples of the different propagation regions.

As noted, V2V communications can be used for the so-called
“comfort” applications to make long journeys enjoyable for
vehicle passengers. Thus, we also collected data on several
interstate highways. This included interstate routes I-71, I-75,
and I-70, and U.S. routes 33 and 50. Measurements both on
highways and in the cities were taken at different times of the
day and under different traffic conditions.
The vehicles employed in the measurements were two vans.
The Tx was in an Ohio University full-sized van, and the Rx
was in a Honda Odyssey minivan. The antennas employed
at both link ends for these mobile measurements were omnidirectional monopoles and, for most measurements, were
atop vehicle roofs; some urban measurements were also taken
with one antenna inside the vehicle on the dashboard. In the
cities, vehicle velocities were limited to less than approximately
10 m/s, and intervehicle distances ranged from approximately
a few meters to 100 m. We encountered both heavy and light
vehicle traffic, with occasional blockage of the line of sight
(LOS) signal by large vehicles such as trucks and buses and
by buildings when the leading vehicle turned a corner, ensuring
non-LOS conditions. The city areas traversed were primarily
those with tall buildings (with usually four to five stories for
the small city and more than ten stories for the large cities)
on both sides of the street. On the highways, velocities were
approximately 26 m/s, with relative velocities between the
vehicles being substantially less. The intervehicle distance on
the highways was up to approximately 1 km, with most data
collected with an intervehicle distance on the order of a few tens
to a few hundred meters. In all the environments, measurements
were taken with the Rx vehicle both in front of and behind the
Tx vehicle. We have classified the measurement environments
into the following types: Urban-Antenna Outside Car (UOC),
Urban-Antenna Inside Car (UIC), Small City (S), Open-Area
Low Traffic Density (OLT), and Open-Area High Traffic Density (OHT). The “open” areas are the highways. Fig. 1 shows
several pictures taken at Columbus (UOC) and on I-71 (OHT).
The Ohio University van is visible in both pictures. For the
UOC case, moderately tall buildings and mild traffic are visible.
In the OHT case, vehicles on both sides of the transmitting van
are present.
B. Measurement Equipment and Procedures
For our measurements, we used a channel “sounder” with
20-ns delay resolution. The channel sounder is a modified
version of the “Raptor” spread-spectrum stepped correlator by
Berkeley Varitronics Systems, Inc. [32]. The sounder parameters are listed in Table I. This sounder enables measurement and
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TABLE I
CHANNEL SOUNDER AND MEASUREMENT SYSTEM PARAMETERS

subsequent statistical characterization of the channel impulse
response (CIR) and propagation path loss via the collection of
power delay profiles (PDPs). This method of collecting CIR
estimates is common for channel characterization [33], [34].
The sounder Rx collects the oversampled CIR estimates and
stores them on a laptop computer, which is connected to the
Rx. Along with the power of each sample in the PDP, the
sounder Rx also records the phase of each vector sample and
the received signal strength indication associated with each
PDP. There is also provision for using Global Positioning
System antennas on the Rx and Tx to accurately determine
the distance between the Rx and the Tx. More details on the
sounder can be found in [35]. Although the bandwidth of our
channel sounder is 50 MHz, we develop models for 5 and
10 MHz. These were selected based on the bandwidths of
wireless technologies that may likely be used for V2V applications [1], [6].
In processing data, we accounted for the sounder’s autocorrelation function and thermal noise. The autocorrelation curve
falls to −14 dB for the first chip and −31 dB for the fourth chip.
For use with CIRs taken from channel measurements, any measured impulse that is equal to or below the autocorrelation value
is ascribed to autocorrelation and is not counted in collecting
the CIR statistics. As with any reading obtained from a communication setting, the PDPs are affected by thermal noise. Thus,
it is possible to misinterpret some noise “spikes” as low-power
multipath components. To reduce the likelihood of this, we
implement “noise thresholding” on the measured data before
any additional processing. The method that we have followed
is the one described in [36]. This amounts to the calculation
of the approximate noise median value, from which we can
estimate the noise standard deviation σ. Knowledge of σ then
enables the setting of a threshold, below which, all measured
“multipath impulses” are considered to be attributable to noise.
The thresholding ensures that the probability of mistaking a
noise spike for an actual channel impulse is approximately 10−3
for any given PDP.
C. Collected Data Summary
In the three large cities, more than 6000 PDPs were gathered.
We obtained more than 500 PDPs in the small city and more
than 5000 PDPs on highways. Conventionally, the delay spread
has been used to determine the frequency selectivity or time
dispersion of the channel [37]. The root-mean-square delay

Fig. 2. CDFs of RMS-DS for five regions.
TABLE II
SUMMARY OF MEASURED RMS-DS VALUES FOR FIVE REGIONS

spread (RMS-DS) is typically used; we denote this as στ . The
value of στ for any PDP can be obtained as

L−1
2
k=0 τk α
στ =
(1)
L−1 2 k − µ2τ
k=0 αk
where the α’s and τ ’s are the amplitudes and delays of the
measured multipath components, and the mean energy delay µτ
is given by
L−1
τk αk2
µτ = k=0
.
(2)
L−1 2
k=0 αk
Fig. 2 shows the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of
RMS-DS for the five regions. As expected, στ is largest for
UIC and smallest for OLT. The 90% value for UIC is close to
600 ns, whereas it is approximately 125 ns for OLT. Table II
shows the minimum, mean, and maximum values of στ for all
regions. Another statistic that we use here to characterize the
temporal spread of the signal is delay window Wτ,x [38]. The
delay widow is defined as the length of the middle portion of
the CIR containing x% of the total CIR energy. For most cases,
Wτ,x can be interpreted in the same manner as στ ; the larger the
value of Wτ,x , the more dispersive the channel. Fig. 3 shows
the cdf of Wτ,90 for the five regions. As expected, the value of
Wτ,90 for the UIC case is largest. To characterize the channel’s
frequency selectivity, we use an FCE [39] that is similar to
the coherence bandwidth [40]. The FCE often appears in the
literature to provide a frequency-domain interpretation of the
channel [41].
Based on the analysis of the multipath components, we have
often correlated scattering among neighboring taps and, hence,
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the correlation is approximately 0.7 at a frequency separation
of 1.3 MHz; thus, the coherence bandwidth for this case is
approximately 2.6 MHz.
III. C HANNEL M ODEL
In this section, we first describe the nonstationary tap persistence feature of our tapped delay line models. Amplitude fading
is then addressed. Complete channel models for two values of
channel bandwidth—5 and 10 MHz—are then presented for
the UIC, UOC, OHT, OLT, and Small City regions. Channel
models for UIC were provided in [31].
A. Nonstationary CIR Models
In nearly all treatments, the channel is modeled as a timevarying linear filter. Hence, the impulse response of the filter
can be used to completely characterize the channel. The CIR is
defined as function h(τ ; t) and represents the response of the
channel at time t to an impulse input at time t − τ . Mathematically, we have

Fig. 3. CDFs of Wτ,90 for five regions.

h(τ ; t) =


L−1


zk (t)αk (t)

k=0



× exp j ωD,k (t) (t − τk (t)) − ωc τk (t) δ [τ − τk (t)]

Fig. 4. FCEs for five regions for a 5-MHz bandwidth.

cannot always assume the classical WSSUS environment [42].
We thus use a formula for computing the FCE that does not rely
on WSSUS to determine frequency-domain correlation [39]. In
this method, the time variations of different spectral components are directly cross correlated with the time variations of
a component at a reference frequency. The cross correlation is
given by
γH (aref , ai ) =

N
1 
aref,j a∗i,j
N j=1

(3)

where N is the number of estimates, each specified by a time
index j; ai is the spectral component at frequency index i; and
aref is the component at the reference frequency, i.e., aref,j =
H(f, tj )|f =fref , with H(f, t) being the time-varying channel
transfer function, which is a Fourier transform of CIR h(τ, t).
The FCE at frequency difference index i is computed as
FCEi = 

γH (aref , ai )
γH (aref , aref )γH (ai , ai )

.

(4)

Fig. 4 presents the FCEs for all the regions for a bandwidth of
5 MHz. (Reference [31] provides FCE plots for all the regions
for a bandwidth of 10 MHz.) For example, for the OHT case,



(5)

where, at time t, αk (t) represents the kth resolved amplitude,
and the argument of the exponential term is the kth resolved
phase. The kth multipath component has a time-varying delay τk (t), the δ-function is a Dirac delta, the radian carrier
frequency is ωc = 2πfc , and the term ωD,k (t) = 2πfD,k (t)
represents the Doppler shift associated with the kth resolved
multipath component, where fD,i (t) = v(t)fc cos[θk (t)]/c,
where v(t) is the relative velocity, θk (t) is the aggregate phase
angle of all components arriving in the kth x delay bin, and
c is the speed of light. The kth resolved component consists
of multiple terms from different spatial angles θk,i received in
the kth delay bin. As compared to conventional representations
of the CIR [40], we have employed an additional term in the
expression of the CIR—“persistence process” z(t)—which was
used to account for the finite “lifetime” of the propagation
paths. As previously noted, V2V environments can have frequent and rapid changes due to mobility and low transmitting
and receiving antenna heights. The inclusion of this process
accounts for some of the “medium-scale” channel variability
in time.
For CIR processing, path loss was removed from each CIR;
then, each CIR was normalized to unit energy. Due to unpredictable traffic and changes in the size, location, and velocity
of scatterers, the number of multipath components and their
strengths frequently change. As sometimes reported in the
literature, e.g., [16], multipath components can be modeled by
a “birth and death” (i.e., on/off) process. For example, in the
case of OLT, the presence of a large truck on the side of or
opposite either the Tx or Rx will contribute to a multipath component for a generally short duration. We incorporate this on/off
behavior in our developed channel models using persistence
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TABLE III
LS FIT PARAMETERS FOR TAP PROBABILITY OF OCCURRENCE FOR (8)
FOR A LL R EGIONS FOR 5-MHz B ANDWIDTH

Fig. 5. Sample persistence processes for taps 5 and 8 for the segment of travel
for the UOC case with a 10-MHz bandwidth.

Fig. 7. Averaged tap energies with LS fits for all regions for a 5-MHz
bandwidth.
TABLE IV
LS FIT PARAMETERS FOR TAP ENERGY FOR (9) FOR
ALL REGIONS FOR 5-MHz BANDWIDTH

Fig. 6. Steady-state tap probability for state 1 (P[tap “on”]) versus tap index
for all regions for a 5-MHz bandwidth.

process zk (t), where tap “off” here means below our 25-dB
threshold from the main tap. Such thresholding approaches
[43]–[45] are widely employed in the literature to limit the
number of taps to those that have nonnegligible energy. We
refer to this threshold as our “multipath threshold” (MT).
It is something of an “engineering judgement” regarding
what the value of MT should be. In the literature, researchers
have adopted different values of this parameter, depending
on the application for which the model is being developed.
Reference [43] uses an MT of 20 dB, but contemporary channel
models that have provision for channel taps that are within
25 dB of the main peak exist [45]. In addition, [35] and [44]
point out that the channel parameters extracted from the data
can be significantly different when using an MT of 20 or
30 dB. Hence, a choice of 25 dB as our MT served as a
tradeoff between an accurate representation of the channel and
implementation complexity. Thus, before we perform any data
processing on the collected data, we apply an MT of 25 dB
on the measured PDPs. We thus perform several preprocessing
steps on the original PDPs: The first one, i.e., noise threshold-

ing, prevents us from mistaking a noise sample to be a multipath
component, and the second one, i.e., MT, helps reduce the
implementation complexity of the channel model.
One of the first parameters to specify in model development
is the number of channel taps, which is done using the maximum value of RMS-DS. Usage of RMS-DS to determine the
number of taps is widespread [37], [46], [47]. The number of
taps L for a 10-MHz model is
L = max(στ )/Tc  + 1

(6)

where στ is the RMS-DS, and Tc is the 10-MHz chip time
of 100 ns. For bandwidths of 10 and 5 MHz, we vectorially
combine five and ten chip samples, respectively, since our
sampling rate in the sounder Rx is 100 MHz.
For the tap persistence process, we employ the frequently
used method of modeling an on/off process by a Markov
chain. We developed first-order two-state Markov chains specified by two matrices: the transition (T S) matrix and the
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Fig. 8. Histograms and pdf fits for the second tap of UOC and Small City for a 10-MHz bandwidth.

steady-state (SS) matrix. Fig. 5 shows sample persistence
processes associated with the fifth and eight taps for a segment
of measurement data from the UOC setting. We also show the
T S and SS matrices for both taps in the figure. These matrices
are specified as follows:
TS =

P00
P10

P01
P11

SS =

P0
.
P1

(7)

Each element Pij in matrix T S is defined as the probability of
going from state i to state j, and each SS element Pj gives
the “steady-state probability” associated with the jth state. As
expected, tap 5 is on for a longer percentage of time than tap 8.
The Markov modeling parameters are directly extracted from
all the PDP data of a given region. Fig. 6 shows the measured
tap probability of occurrence versus tap index (200 ns) for a
bandwidth of 5 MHz. It is obvious that the UIC case is the
most dispersive and has larger delay multipath for the largest
percentage of time.
Least-squares (LS) fits for these probabilities of occurrence
P1 curves fit the general form
P (k) = c0 exp(−c1 k) + c2

(8)

is also applicable to Table IV. Based on all the PDP data
(for tap persistence z(t) = 1), using the maximum likelihood
criterion, we fit tap amplitudes to known distributions. Overall,
the best fit was obtained for the largest number of taps, using the
Weibull distribution [49]. As with the Nakagami-m model, the
Weibull model offers substantial flexibility, as it also has two
parameters, i.e.,
pW (x) =

β β−1
x
x
exp −
aβ
a

β

(10)

where
 β is a shape factor that determines fading severity,
a = E(x2 )/Γ[(2/β) + 1] is a scale parameter, and Γ is the
gamma function. A value of β = 2 yields the well-known
Rayleigh distribution, and β < 2 implies more severe fading.
Fig. 8 shows sample probability density function (pdf) fits for
the second tap for the UOC and Small City regions for a
10-MHz bandwidth, illustrating good agreement between the
data and our Weibull fits.
B. Models for Several Channel Bandwidths

(9)

We provide, in this section, channel models for two values of
bandwidth: 10 and 5 MHz. These were selected based on the
bandwidths of wireless technologies that may likely be used for
V2V applications [1], [6]. Fig. 9 shows the cumulative energy
as a function of tap index for all the regions for a 5-MHz
bandwidth. For all the regions, the cumulative energy curve
flattens as it approaches unity. Hence, to reduce implementation
complexity, we only consider the taps that contribute to 99%
of the energy. Tables V and VI provide the channel model
parameters for the 10- and 5-MHz channel models, respectively.
The channel energies have been renormalized to account for the
truncation (99% energy), so that the sum of all tap energies
multiplied by their steady-state probabilities P1 is equal to
unity. Specifically, our algorithm for devising these channel
models is given here [50].

Table IV lists these constants for the different regions and a
5-MHz bandwidth. A trend similar to that observed in Table III

1) Determine the initial number of channel taps L via the
maximum RMS-DS.

where k is the tap index, and the c’s are curve fit constants.
Table III lists these constants for the different regions and also
the maximum number of taps in each case. As with Fig. 6,
from Table III, we observe that coefficient c1 increases as the
channel dispersion of the regions decreases in the order UIC,
UOC, OHT, and OLT.
Fig. 7 shows the averaged measured tap energy versus tap
index (200 ns) for a 5-MHz bandwidth. This is similar to the
averaged PDP that is often used to describe the distribution
of energy in delay for a given channel [48]. Similar to the
tap probability of occurrence, the LS curve fits for these tap
energies fit the general form
E(k) = c3 exp(−c4 k) + c5 .
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TABLE VI
CHANNEL MODELS FOR 5-MHz CHANNELS

Fig. 9. Cumulative energy versus tap index for all regions for a 5-MHz
bandwidth.
TABLE V
CHANNEL MODELS FOR 10-MHz CHANNELS

TABLE VII
CORRELATION MATRICES FOR 10- AND 5-MHz CHANNELS FOR UOC
(LOWER TRIANGULAR PART: 10 MHz, UPPER TRIANGULAR PART: 5-MHz)

TABLE VIII
CORRELATION MATRICES FOR 10- AND 5-MHz CHANNELS
FOR S MALL C ITY (L OWER T RIANGULAR P ART : 10 MHz,
UPPER TRIANGULAR PART: 5-MHz)

TABLE IX
CORRELATION MATRICES FOR 10- AND 5-MHz CHANNELS FOR OHT
(LOWER TRIANGULAR PART: 10 MHz, UPPER TRIANGULAR PART: 5 MHz)

2) Find the average energies of each tap by averaging over
PDPs. While determining the average energy, count only
those tap samples for which relative energy is above the
threshold (25 dB below the main tap).
3) Find the tap cumulative energies by taking the average
energies of step 2, multiplied by tap steady-state probabilities P1 .
4) To compromise between fidelity and complexity, consider
only those taps that are required to gather some percent of
cumulative energy, yielding the actual number of model
taps Lm .
5) Renormalize, so that, with Lm taps, tap energy times
steady-state probability, summed over all Lm taps, equals
unity.

The Markov probabilities of Tables V and VI are as defined in (7), with the remaining steady-state and transition
probabilities found from the following relations: P0 = 1 − P1 ,
P01 = 1 − P00 , and P10 = 1 − P11 . Finally, we provide sample tap correlation values for these models. The tap correlation
coefficient matrix for a given region is denoted as ρ = [ri,j ],
where
ri,j = 

cov(αi αj )
var(αi )var(αj )

(11)

is the correlation coefficient between taps i and j.
Tables VII–XI contain these correlation coefficient matrices.
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TABLE X
CORRELATION MATRICES FOR 10- AND 5-MHz CHANNELS FOR OLT
(LOWER TRIANGULAR PART: 10 MHz, UPPER TRIANGULAR PART: 5 MHz)

TABLE XII
CHANNEL PARAMETERS FOR MODEL-2 10-MHz CHANNEL
FOR THE UOC R EGION

TABLE XI
CORRELATION MATRICES FOR 10- AND 5-MHz CHANNELS FOR UIC
(LOWER TRIANGULAR PART: 10 MHz, UPPER TRIANGULAR PART: 5 MHz)

Since the correlation coefficient matrix is symmetric about
the diagonal, we only need to specify the upper or lower
triangular part; for brevity in these tables, the lower triangular
part corresponds to correlations between taps for a 10-MHz
bandwidth, whereas the upper triangular part corresponds to
correlations between taps for a 5-MHz bandwidth.
IV. S IMULATED C HANNEL M ODEL
In this section, we discuss the implementation of the channel
models of Section III. We call the channel models developed
in Section III “Model 1.” Unless mentioned otherwise, all the
discussions in this section pertain to 10-MHz models for the
UOC region. As discussed, we reduce the number of taps
in Model 1 based on cumulative energy. To allow a tradeoff
between model implementation complexity and accuracy, we
propose two additional models.
1) Model 2: The number of taps is not reduced on the
basis of cumulative energy. Thus, using (6) and Table II,
for example, for a 10-MHz UOC channel, we will have
15, instead of four, taps. Table XII provides the channel
parameters for the Model 2 version of the UOC 10-MHz
channel. Model 2 also has correlation among taps similar
to Model 1.
2) Model 3: This model uses the same number of taps as
Model 2 but assumes that the channel is WSSUS. The
WSSUS assumption is widely used in the literature to
simplify analysis. However, of late, there is work being
done on nonstationary channels [29]. Thus, for Model 3,
we assume that the taps are uncorrelated, and we do not
use a persistence process.
As is often seen in the literature, e.g., [44] and [53], the
accuracy of the simulated channel models with respect to data
is compared on the basis of how well they agree in terms of
RMS-DS, the shape of the simulated PDPs, etc. In Fig. 10,
we compare the pdf and cdf of the RMS-DS for the simulated
channel models with those of the collected data. In total, 5000
PDPs were generated for each model. The tap amplitudes were
generated using the algorithm proposed in [51]. The algorithm
can generate multivariate Weibull random variables with ar-

Fig. 10. Comparison of the pdf and cdf of RMS-DS for Models 1, 2, and 3
with those of data for a 10-MHz bandwidth for the UOC channel.

bitrary fading parameters, arbitrary correlations, and arbitrary
average fading powers. As noted, we found the Weibull distribution to be a better fit over all our empirical data than the
Nakagami distribution; hence, we generate tap amplitudes
using the Weibull generator. Researchers could also generate these processes by determining approximate Nakagami-m
parameters for each tap and then using the algorithm of [52].
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TABLE XIII
COMPARISON OF STATISTICS OF MODELS 1, 2, AND 3 WITH THOSE OF DATA FOR A 10-MHz-BANDWIDTH UOC CHANNEL

To model Doppler spectra, we rely on existing literature and
analytical reasoning. The maximum Doppler fD,max for UOC
would be ∼400 Hz (with a maximum relative vehicle speed
of ∼24 m/s or ∼50 mi/h), and that for OHT would be
∼880 Hz (with a maximum relative vehicle speed of ∼52 m/s
or ∼120 mi/h). These maximum Doppler frequencies are much
smaller than our sampling frequency of 100 MHz, so it is
realistic to assume that the tap Doppler spectra are low pass,
as in [23]. Hence, for simulation, after generating the tap
amplitude processes, we use a low-pass filter with a bandwidth
of approximately fD,max to emulate this slow time variation.
Fig. 10 compares the pdf and cdf of RMS-DS for the different
models with those of the data for a 10-MHz UOC. Table XIII
compares some statistics of Wτ,90 and στ for the simulated
channel models with those of the data. To compare the shapes
of the pdfs for Wτ,90 and στ , we also provide statistics that
are used to measure the distance of a “true” distribution (in
our case, the measured data denoted as D) to that of the
simulated model (denoted S). Although several such “distance
measures” are known [54], [55], we use the Kullback–Leibler
(KL) distance. Considering Si and Di as the sets of probability
density values for the two pdfs, then the KL distance is
KL =

M

i=1

Di log2

Di
Si

is better for Model 2 than for the other models, which is
expected since truncation of large-delay taps is not done.
From Table XIII, we note that the three statistics of the
simulated Wτ,90 and στ are also very close to those of
the collected data.
3) Using the same reasoning as in the previous paragraphs,
we see that Model 3 produces PDPs that yield values of
στ up to 92 percentiles of the measured data. However,
from Fig. 10 and the distance measures, we observe that
the simulated pdf for στ of Model 3 is broader than that
provided by Model 2, indicating higher channel dispersion. This higher dispersion of Model 3 is also noticeable
from the three statistics of the simulated Wτ,90 and στ
and is due to the absence of tap persistence.
On the basis of the preceding discussion, we conclude that
Model 1 provides a fair approximation of the channel with
minimum implementation complexity. For a more precise representation, we recommend the use of Model 2. Model 3 is more
dispersive than Model 2, and hence, Model 2 better represents
the statistics of the data than Model 3.
V. C ONCLUSION


(12)

where M is the number of points in the pdf range. From
(12), we can state that, if the pdfs are identical, then KL = 0.
Thus, on the basis of the results provided in Table XIII and
Fig. 10, we make two observations.
1) From the plots in Fig. 10, it is clear that Model 1 produces
PDPs that yield values of στ up to 80 percentiles of the
measured data. The simulated pdf for στ matches fairly
well with that of the data for lower values of στ . Since the
bulk of the probability mass is concentrated at these low
values, the values of KL for Model 1 are small, indicating
a fairly good match between the pdf of στ for Model 1
and the collected data. One disadvantage of Model 1
is that the number of taps is limited to 4; hence, the
maximum delay spread possible is 400 ns (Tc = 100 ns
for 10 MHz). From Table XIII, we note that the three
statistics of Wτ,90 and στ are smaller than those of the
measured data. However, overall, Model 1 emulates the
measured UOC channel reasonably well.
2) From Fig. 10, we see that Model 2 produces PDPs that
yield values of στ up to 92 percentiles of the data. The
distance measure shows that the simulated pdf for στ
matches very well with the data. The distance measure

In this paper, we have described measurements and models
for V2V communication channels in the 5-GHz band. Channel
measurements were made with the Tx and Rx in two vans,
and data were collected in various cities and on highways. The
nonstationary channel features were described, which included
modeling multipath component persistence via Markov chains.
Fading tap amplitude statistics were modeled using the flexible
Weibull distribution, and severe (worse than Rayleigh) fading
was indicated for several conditions.
Tapped-delay line channel models (Model 1) for two values
of channel bandwidth were presented, for several propagation
regions, including specification of correlations between
taps. To evaluate the accuracy of the simulated data, several
statistics for the different channel parameters obtained from
the simulated channel models were compared with those for
the measured data. The second model, i.e., Model 2, which
had higher implementation complexity but which modeled
data with better fidelity than Model 1, was also discussed. The
last model presented, i.e., Model 3, does not have correlated
scattering and excludes our persistence process. Due to the
absence of the persistence process, the PDPs generated by
Model 3 provide a pessimistic realization of the channel. Due
to the inclusion of the persistence processes and correlation
between multipath components in Models 1 and 2, neither of
these models can be classified as either WSS or uncorrelated
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scattering. Hence, Models 1 and 2 can be referred to as nonWSSUS models. Model 3, which is a WSSUS approximation
of Model 2, was also discussed. It was concluded that inclusion
of nonstationarity (persistence processes) provides a more
faithful representation of the channel than the WSSUS model.
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